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Practitioner/Client Contract - The Client Agrees to the Following: 

1) To keep up regular communication with my Practitioner & to be open & honest about 
past medical history, all things relevant to my healing journey, all medications/
supplements being used, & to inform my Practitioner of any changes in life 
circumstances, stress load, changes in supplements/medications, changes in daily 
routines, or any other changes that might significantly impact my ability to reach my 
health goals. 

2) If I’m currently being treated by a physician, I agree to let him know about any new 
herbs/supplements I want to try & any other new changes I want to incorporate. 
 
3) I understand that my Practitioner is NOT claiming that she can cure, treat, or 
diagnose my issues, as this is beyond her scope of practice. I understand that all 
information she gives me is for educational purposes only & any holistic methods I 
choose to incorporate are done under my own free will & not under the diagnosis of my 
Practitioner. 

4) I’m willing to be willing to be referred to an outside source (medical doctor, 
counselor, etc), if my Practitioner feels we have run into any issues that are beyond her 
scope of practice. 

5) I agree to the following, regarding payments: I agree to make my payments on time. I 
understand there are absolutely no refunds given. I understand that payment is due, 
whether or not I progress toward my goals at my desired pace. I understand that any 
time I purchase with Parasite Mamma must be used within 1 year of the date that I paid 
for those minutes. All minutes on my time bank that are not used within 1 year of 
payment will be lost (use them or lose them).


6) I understand that my Practitioner is not going to be constantly glued to her smart 
device & will respond to my messages within her normal business hours of Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, & Thursdays from 10am-2pm (Arizona Time). I understand that any 
responses from her outside of these business hours are an exception. 


7) I understand that failure to comply with any of these terms will directly impact my 
success in reaching my goals & may result in the termination of my contract with my 
Practitioner. 


8) Due to copyright laws & legal ramifications, I agree that I will not share the PDFs, 
courses, or videos, created by Parasite Mamma, with anyone else. I understand the 
videos, courses, & PDFs that Parasite Mamma shares with me are only for paying 
clients.
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9) I understand that my Practitioner will honor my unique story, will remain open to 
constructive criticism from me, will provide a safe space for me to express my feelings, 
will provide me with educational tools to empower me to heal my own body, and will 
refer me to an outside source (like a doctor, counselor, etc), when we run into any 
issues that are beyond her scope of practice.


10) If I have my Practitioner order remedies for me at wholesale cost, I understand that 
NO refunds will be given on those products.

 
The intent of this contract is to help the client to achieve the following health goals: 


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


How I Choose to Work With Parasite Mamma: 

____  *BioEnergetic Scan Package (a one time fee of $225.00). This is for people 
that have already ordered a bio energetic scan and their test results are now in. This 
package takes an hour and a half of my time and gives you a customized game plan 
based on your scan results, an in-depth report of the toxins that were resonating in 
your body, a customized supplement schedule for the remedies that were 
recommended for you on your scan, and a 30 minute follow up phone call). 


____*Pay By The Hour at $150.00 per hour - When you pay for my time by the hour, 
we chip away at that hour little by little, with the following: making supplement 
schedules for you, having phone calls and/or video chats with you, making 
personalized parasite protocols for you and/or your family, going through supplements 
you currently have at home to help you figure out what to keep or toss, making 
customized game plans for you and/or your family, and answering your questions by 
text or email (if your questions only take me a minute or so to answer, then I don’t take 
any minutes off your time bank, but if it takes me multiple minutes to answer your 
questions, or if I have to do research to answer your questions, etc, then I will take 
minutes off your time bank for that).


The below named client has entered into a contract with Angela Stinson (aka Parasite 
Mamma, of Messenger of Truth Ministries LLC. By signing this document, I agree to 
everything that is stated in BOTH pages on this contract. This contract is legal and 
binding. 

Client’s Printed Name:____________________________________________________


Client’s Signature:_______________________________________________________


Date Signed:____________________(contract officially starts) 


